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Develop a business plan for a small business 
 

Introduction and overview of the module 
Welcome to the Unit Standard: Develop a business plan for a small business 
The purpose of the module is to provide you with knowledge and skills to enable you 
to develop a business plan for a small business. 
 
This unit standard will cover the following specific outcomes: 
 

 Describe the various types of business and the registrations required for a 
small business in South Africa; 

 Discuss the need for market research when starting a new business; 
 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the financial aspects of starting 

a small business; 
 Compile a business plan based on a budget for an SMME 

 

Module 1 

Describe the various types of business and the registrations 
required for a small business in South Africa 

 
Learning Outcomes 
 
 

1.1. The types of small business that are legal in South Africa are described 
and an indication is given of the advantages and disadvantages of each. 

 
1.2. The legal requirements of each kind of business entity are explained 

and an indication is given of the cost of registration in each case. 
 

1.3. The taxation implications of operating each type of entity are 
researched and compared and an indication is given of the best type of 
business in specific circumstances. 

 
1.4. The principles of input and output VAT are explained, and the net 

output/input VAT is calculated for three examples. 
 

1.5. Registration with the South African Revenue Services (SARS) is 
discussed and an indication is given of the implications of non-compliance. 

 
1.6. The current rate of the various taxes paid to SARS are indicated in a 

table and calculated for three examples. 
 

1.7. The purpose of the skills levy is discussed, and a list compiled of the 
SETAS, which would be applicable to a range of businesses. 
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1.8. An employer’s responsibility to register and pay for UIF is described 
and the contributions are calculated for 3 examples.  

 
1.9. The purpose and benefits of COID are described, and the amounts due 

are calculated for 3 examples.   
 

1.10. Industry specific registrations are identified and the addresses and 
contact numbers for local registration are researched for own type of business 

 
 

1. The legal types of business in South Africa 
 
What you need to do: 
 
Choosing the legal form of business has significant impact on the complexity of 
regulatory compliance necessary, the amount of tax you pay, the extent of personal 
liability for debt incurred and whether financial institutions are more or less likely to 
provide finance. It is therefore important to understand what options exist, and to 
select the best form for your venture. 
 
You need to choose a legal entity for your business such as a close corporation or 
sole proprietorship from which to operate. You need to understand the laws that 
govern what that legal entity can and cannot do. Secondly you need to register with 
the South African Revenue Services for Value Added Tax (VAT), Company Tax and 
employee tax obligations. Next is the regional services council levy payable to the 
local metro or regional council.  
 
Employees need to be registered for unemployment insurance (UIF), workers 
compensation (WC), and in certain industries to the relevant Industrial Council, a 
provident fund and a medical aid scheme.  
 
Other than the above, certain businesses, such as trading in liquor, require permits 
or licenses. Finally, activities involving cross-border trade, i.e. importing and 
exporting, require permits as well. Acquaint yourself with Common Law, 
Occupational Safety, Employment Equity, Skills Development, Basic Conditions of 
Employment, and the Labour Relations Act.  
 
Ensure against events external to your business that could put you out of business. 
Balance the cost of the insurance with the probability of the event occurring. 
 

1.1 Sole Proprietorship 
 
It is possible to trade as a sole trader, which implies that the owner of the business 
operates and assumes all liabilities for his/her business on their own, without the 
assistance of a partner or other shareholders. A common example of this could be 
found in the corner café, which would be owner-run and operated. It is the simplest 
form of trading entity and is subject to certain advantages and disadvantages. 
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Advantages 
 

 The business is simple to organise.  
 The owner is free to make decisions.  
 The business has a minimum of legal requirements  
 The owner receives all the profits.  
 The business is easy to discontinue. 
 

Disadvantages 
 

 Unlimited Liability 
 No perpetual succession 
 The proprietor assumes all risk 
 Sometimes it is difficult for the proprietor to raise finance 
 The proprietor has limited skills upon which to draw 

 

1.2 Partnerships 
 
Professionals in practice often form partnerships. Accountants, lawyers and doctors 
form partnerships so that they can spread their risk and they have a substitute who 
can stand in should one partner not be able to. A partnership agreement should deal 
with the following issues: formation, profit sharing arrangements, salaries, banking 
arrangements, changes of partners, liquidation, responsibilities of partners.  A 
partnership is not allowed more than 20 partners, except in certain instances. All 
partners are required to include all income from the partnership in their personal tax 
returns (IT 12) available from the Receiver of Revenue (this only carries the cost of 
postage - some banks offer assistance with the completion of this form free of 
charge as a customer service). 
 

Advantages 
 

 Easy to administrate 
 Few set-up costs 
 It has a definite legal status 
 The partners do share risk and rewards, so each partner has a stake in the 

business 
 The partners can stand in for each other 

 

Disadvantages 
 

 Unlimited liability for partners 
 No perpetual succession 
 No transfer of ownership 
 The authority for decisions is divided. 
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1.3 Close Corporation (CC) 

Rules of incorporation 
A close corporation is founded by means of a founding statement and cannot exceed 
10 members who own and manage the cc. Their interest in the cc must always add 
up to 100% and be expressed as a percentage.  
 
The close corporation must be profit making in its intentions. This means that a 
charity cannot incorporate itself as a CC. 
 
It provides the members with limited liability, but the members may offer their 
creditors personal guarantees that negate a certain amount of the limited liability. 
 
A close corporation is a legal entity on its own. This means that it has a legal 
persona, and can prosecute and be prosecuted in a court of law. 
 
A Company cannot become a member, as ownership is limited to natural persons. 
The effect of this is that a cc is never held by a holding company. 
 
The Close Corporations Act No. 69 of 1984 (and amendments) governs a close 
corporation.  
 
Dividends can only be paid if the close corporation is both liquid and solvent 
(dividends can only be paid if after they have paid, assets exceed liabilities and the 
business can still pay debts when they fall due).  
 
A close corporation does not need to have an association agreement, but is 
recommended as it binds members and regulates the internal relationships between 
members. You can follow the model set out in the amended CC Act, No 17 of 1990. 
It lays down the voting powers, payments (dividends), members’ rights and duties, 
meetings, remuneration, benefits, obligations and the extent to which the cc will 
indemnify members from expenditure incurred for or on its behalf.  
 
The accounting officer is required to submit reliable annual financial records, which 
agree with the accounting records. 
 
 
Once the CC has been formed the Receiver of Revenue will ask for the name of your 
public officer, whose duty is to submit the annual tax returns to the Receiver.  
 

Advantages 

 It is relatively easy to organise.  
 The life of the business is perpetual (i.e. continues after members die).  
 The members have limited liability (i.e. they are not personally liable for the 

business debt).  
 The transfer of ownership is easy.  
 Fewer legal requirements than a private company.  
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Disadvantages   
 

 It is subject to special taxation rates.  
 The maximum number of members is restricted to ten.  
 More legal requirements than a sole proprietorship or partnership 

 
 

1.4 Companies 

What is the difference between a public and private company? 

Public:  

 Shares are offered to the public.  
 There is no limitation on maximum shareholders, but there is a minimum of 7.  
 There is no limit on the transfer of its shares.  
 The word "Limited" will appear at the end of the companies’ name.  
 They must make certain information known to the public.  
 This type of business is normally very capital intensive.  
 There is a minimum of two directors. 

 

Private:  

 Shares are not offered to the public.  
 There is a maximum of 50 and a minimum of 1 shareholder.  
 There are some restrictions on the transfer of shares.  
 The words "(Proprietary) Limited" or "(Pty) Ltd" will appear at the end of the 

company's name.  
 Does not have to make information available to the public.  
 There is a minimum of one director. 

 
 
 

Activity 1  
 
Complete the exercise in your learner Work File. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 
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2. NGO: (Non Governmental Organisation)  

Section 21 of the Companies Act makes provision for this type of business and is 
regarded as a public company and the same applies as above, except there is no 
share capital. 

The advantages of forming a Section 21 company: 

 A public company can issue shares to the public to raise capital.  
 Shareholders are not liable for the debts of the company, often negated when 

shareholders are required to offer personal guarantees.  
 As in the case of the close corporation the company has "perpetual 

succession" (indefinite life-span), which means the business can continue 
even if the members die. 

 The transfer of ownership is easy  
 It is easier to raise capital and to expand.  
 Efficiency of management is maintained.  
 It is adaptable to both small and large business.  
 Some disadvantages of a private company are:  
 It is subject to special taxation rates.  
 It is more difficult and expensive to organise than other forms of ownership.  
 It is subject to many legal requirements.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Legal Requirements for Your Business 
 

 

3.1 Basic conditions of Employment Act 
 
To avoid problems in your business, make sure that you abide by the following legal 
requirements; if you don't, sooner or later you are going to be caught out. 
You need to do the following:  

 
 Contact your local South African Revenue Services (SARS) offices to register:  
as a provisional taxpayer. If you are registering a Close Corporation or Company you 
will also have to register it as a taxpayer.   

Charities and clubs are also 
examples of a Section 21 type 
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What you need to do: 
 You may also have to register for some if not all of the following:  

o Value Added Tax (VAT).   
o Employees’ tax.   
o Skills development levy (SDL).   
o Provisional Tax  
o Income tax  
o Trading licences  
o Business Name  
o Regional Services Council (RSC) 
o Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) 
o Workman’s Compensation Insurance (now called COID)  
o Industrial Council (IC)  
o Trade mark, copyright, patents & designs 

 Note: to register for VAT the SARS might require you to develop a business plan 
and submit it to their auditors. 

 
 
You need to keep a copy of the Basic Conditions of Employment Act on your 
premises. This is available from the Department of Labour.  
 The Wage Determination Act sets out the minimum wage you are allowed to pay 
your employees. This is obtainable from the Chamber of Commerce or the 
government printer.   

3.2 Registering a CC 
 
Application 
The CK1 form can be purchased at most stationery stores dealing with statutory 
documentation.  This form must be completed and submitted to the Registrar along 
with the "Application for Reservation of Name or Translated Form or Shortened 
Form" (CK7). This must be submitted in duplicate to The Registrar of Companies 
and Close corporations, PO Box 429, Pretoria 0001, Tel (012) 310 9791. A Revenue 
stamp of R50 is required and is obtainable at any post office. A separate CK7 form is 
submitted for every other name together with a R50 revenue stamp for each 
application. The current processing time is between 3 to 5 working days in order for 
you to be informed of the outcome of your application. 
 
Founding Statement 
Once you receive confirmation, submit the "Founding Statement" (CK1), in duplicate 
to the Registrar. All members must sign the founding statement. You are also 
required to submit a letter of consent from your accounting officer and a copy of your 
(CK7). A Revenue stamp of R100 is required and is obtainable at any post office. 
You can start your business after you receive your Registered Founding Statement. 
The name of the corporation must be followed by the abbreviation CC (also in the 
other 10 official languages, but if one is chosen together with the specific language, 
the corporation must adhere to it) and all members’ names must be printed at the 
bottom of letterheads (and nationalities if not South African). If you need to amend 
details of the founding statement then you will need to submit (CK2), in duplicate to 
the Registrar. A Revenue stamp of R30 (obtainable at any post office) is required 
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when there are any changes to details in part A of the CK2 form. Always complete 
the form in full, even though the rest of the information is unchanged.  
 
Amendment 
If you need to amend the accounting officer then you will need to submit (CK2A), in 
duplicate to the Registrar without a revenue stamp.  
         
Conversion to a CC 
 
If you would like to convert your company to a CC you will need to submit (CK4), in 
duplicate to the Registrar without a revenue stamp.  
 
De-Registration of a CC 
 
If you would like to de-register your CC you will need to submit a letter to the 
Registrar, informing the Registrar that the CC has ceased to carry on business and 
that they should take the necessary steps.  
 
Restoration of a CC 
 
If you would like to restore your CC you will need to submit (CK3), in duplicate to the 
Registrar with Revenue stamp of R150. Restoration could take 3 months. 
(Sometimes it is better and quicker to form a new CC). 
 
Future of CCs as a legal entity 
At the time of going to press, the future of the CC as a legal entity is under 
consideration by the Government. There have been discussions to remove the CC 
status and move all CCs to become private companies. 
 
3.3 Forming a company 
 
General 

 It is recommended that you consult a registered accountant or an attorney.  
 The Companies Act of 1973 (and amendments) regulates the legal aspects of 

the company. 
 

   The memorandum and articles of association:  

 The memorandum and articles of association have to be registered at the 
Registrar of Companies and Close Corporations, PO Box 429, Pretoria 0001, 
Tel (012) 310 9791. The forms are obtainable at any stationer dealing with 
statutory documents.  

 Most attorneys and auditors have these forms on computer.  
 Submit more than one name in order of preference to the Registrar, a 

Revenue stamp of R50 is required and is obtainable at any post office. This is 
to reserve the name you would like to register your company under and is 
completed on form (CM5).  

 The amount of initial registered share capital. "Par value" shares (e.g. one 
hundred shares at R5 each) or "no par value" shares (e.g. one hundred 
shares). This is submitted to the Registrar on the CM11.  
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 CM9 is required if a special resolution is necessary in terms of the 
memorandum and articles of association  

 Any legal company powers you would like to exclude or qualify.  
 Mention any contract entered into by the members before registration of the 

company.  
 Any special conditions.  
 An association clause stating that you wish to form a company and how many 

shares they agree to own.  
 The articles of association deal with the internal management of the company. 

Schedule 1 of the Companies Act has a model, which you could follow. 
(Similar to the CCs’ association agreement). 

Other documents required:  

 Every other name of the company (translated or shortened form) should first 
be reserved separately on CM5 with a R50 revenue stamp for each name. 
CM7 "Approved translated version of name or abbreviated form" is submitted 
to the registrar with a R30 revenue stamp.  

 CM22 Physical and postal address of the company is submitted to the 
registrar without a revenue stamp.  

 The auditor needs to complete a CM31, which contains all his details and 
serves as his consent to act for the company. This is submitted to the registrar 
without a revenue stamp.  

 Evidence that the necessary fees have been paid, about R461 is a basic fee 
and a fee of R5 for each R1000 or part thereof of authorised share capital 
which is submitted on CM11. No annual duty is payable. 

 

4. The taxation implications of operating each type of entity 

It is your responsibility as the owner, member or director of a company to ensure that 
accurate records for tax purposes are maintained 

4.1 Record keeping 
 
If you are involved in a business you must keep records that will enable you to 
prepare complete and accurate tax returns.  You may choose a system of record 
keeping that is suited to the purpose and nature of your business. The records must 
clearly establish what your income and expenses are. This means that, in addition to 
your permanent books of account or records, you must maintain all other information 
that may be required to support the entries on your records and tax returns. Paid 
accounts, cancelled cheques, etc. that support entries in your records should be filed 
in an orderly manner and stored in a safe place. For most small businesses, the 
business chequebook is the prime source for entries in the business records. Be 
sure to open a separate bank account for your business so that you do not mix your 
private and business expenses. 
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Importance of accurate records 
 
Accurate records are essential for efficient management. The following reasons 
demonstrate the need for accurate records. 
 
a) Identity source of receipt 
You may receive cash or property from many sources. Unless you have records 
showing the source of your receipts, you may be unable to prove that some are from 
sources that would make them non-taxable. 
 
b) Prevent omission of deductible expenses 
Expenses may be overlooked or forgotten when you prepare your tax return, unless 
you record them at the time they are incurred or paid. 
 
c) Establish amounts paid out as salaries or wages 
Under normal circumstances amounts paid to employees for services rendered are 
taxable. In these cases the person paying such salaries or wages must deduct 
employees’ tax from salaries or wages. 
 
d) Explain items reported on your income tax return 
If the Receiver of Revenue examines your income tax return, you may be asked to 
explain the items reported. Adequate and complete records are always supported by 
sales slips, invoices, receipts, bank deposit slips, cancelled cheques and other 
documents. 
 

e) Availability and retention of records 
You are required to keep the books and records of your business available at all 
times for examination by the Receiver of Revenue. A brief list of the retention periods 
for documents, records and books is given in the Table below. The retention period 
commences from the date of the last entry in the particular document, record or 
book. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You are provided with the following table, which summarises the periods for which a 
person or a company is required to keep various documents. Read through this table 
and refer to Activity 3 on in your learner work file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 
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Item Retention Period 

Private Companies 
Certificate of incorporation 
Certificate of change of name 
Memorandum and articles of association  
Certificate to commence business 
Minute books 

Indefinite 

Close Corporations 
Founding statement 
Amending founding statement 
Minute books 

Indefinite 

Partnerships 
Partnership agreement 

Indefinite 

General 
Annual financial statements  
Books of account 
Accounting records including supporting 
schedules 
(In terms of Sec 75 (i)(f) of the Income Tax Act) 

4 years 

Paid cheques  6 years 

Tax return and assessments 
Salary and wage registers  
Invoices sales and purchases 
Bank statements and vouchers 
Stock sheets 
Sales tax records 
Other vouchers 

5 years 
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4.2 Comparative Tax Structures 

 Sole Proprietorship  Partnership 
 Gross sales  Gross sales 
 |  | 
Less Cost of sales   Less Cost of sales 
 |  | 
Equals Gross profit Equals Gross profit 
 |  | 
Less Business expenses Less Business expenses 
 |  | 
Equals Net profit or loss Equals   Net profit or loss 
 |  | 

The owner receives all the profit or 
loss from the business and is 
responsible for the payment of all 
taxes thereon in his individual 
capacity 

 
Net profit or loss is divided 
amongst the partners 

 | 

 
Each partner is responsible 
for the payment of taxes on his 
share of the profit 

 
 
Comparative Tax Structures 
 Close Corporation  Private Company 
 Gross sales  Gross sales 
 |  | 
Less Cost of sales Less Cost of sales 
 |  | 
Equals Gross profit Equals Gross profit 
 |  | 
Less Business expenses Less Business expenses 
 |  | 
Equals Net profit or loss Equals Net profit or loss 
 |  | 
 Tax  Tax 
 |  | 
 Profit after tax   Profit after tax  
 |   | 
 Retained Distributed  Retained Distributed 
  |   | 

  
Dividends to 
members 

  
Dividends to 
shareholders 

  |   | 
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The close corporation is 
responsible for the 
payment of taxes. 
Dividends received by 
members are tax free 

 

The company is 
responsible for the 
payment of taxes. 
Dividends received by 
shareholders are tax 
free 

 
 

5. The application of the types of business models 

Specific circumstances indicate different types of business models. The model is 
built up by necessity, from the one-man show, to the public company. It must be said 
though, at this point, that by far, the close corporation is the most popular model. It 
allows the limitation of liability for members, while not being too onerous to 
administrate. 

 The Sole trader 

This business model has very limited use: it can only be applied to a single operator, 
who would have limited use for additional finance and no need for additional skills 
input. 

 The Partnership 

Professionals often partner with others in practice. Doctors, lawyers, accountants 
and suchlike will form partnerships. It provides the partners with a formal structure 
and the input of other practicing professionals. 

 The Close Corporation 
 
As mentioned above, this is the most popular form of company these days. The 
limitations of the close corporation mean that the members will never exceed 10, as 
well as the fact that it cannot be sold to another 

Company 

 Limited Companies 

As an enterprise grows, it may incorporate itself as a limited company. This affords it 
the opportunity to raise outside capital, especially through the sale of interest to other 
companies. 

 Public Companies 

 
These are generally the largest sorts of operations: they can list on the stock market, 
raise finance through public share issues and so forth. 
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6. The principles of input and output VAT 
 
Value Added Tax (Vat) is a system of indirect taxation introduced to South Africa in 
1994. The principle is very simple: there is a chain of vendors who supply goods and 
services to the end user, each adding a portion of value through the chain. Each time 
value is added, a 14% tax is levied against the value. The registered vendor is 
allowed to claim Vat inputs: in other words, the vendor submits a claim for the 
amount of purchases made to keep his operation going. When the vendor, for 
example, purchases materials to produce a product, the cost of those materials 
includes a portion of Vat. The vendor then reclaims these inputs against the output 
VAT and pays the difference over to the Receiver. 
 
Output Vat is the Vat the company adds on to the cost of the product it sells. This is 
the amount that the input is claimed against. 
 
There are some (but very few) items, which are calculated at Vat of 0%: for the most 
part, one should regard all items as being Vatable. 
 
It is also important to note that only a Vat-registered vendor may claim input Vat. 
Equally, only tax invoices from registered vendors may be used to claim input Vat 
on. This means that if you purchase goods from a private individual, you may not 
claim the input Vat, as effectively, a non-Vat registered seller cannot charge you Vat. 
A few examples will demonstrate this principle: 
Snoek Enterprises buys fish from the harbour and sells it to restaurants. The 
Harbour Fisheries is a registered Vat vendor, as is Snoek Enterprises. 
 
Snoek buys 100 kg of fish for resale at a price of R11.40 per kilo including Vat 
 
To calculate his input Vat: 
100kg x R11.40  = R1140 
 
R1140 x 14         = R140 
              114  
Examples of VAT:If Snoek then prices his fish at R15.00 a kilo he must add 14% Vat 
to that price to derive his final sales price 
R15 x 1.14 = R17.10 per Kilo 
 
If he sells all his fish, 100kg @ R17.10 =R1710 
 
To calculate his output Vat: 
R1710 x 14     = R210 
              114 
 
Snoek must then pay SARS the net amount of Output less Input: 
R210 – R140 = R70 
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Please note the formulae used in calculating Vat: 
1. To calculate the Vat on an ex-Vat price: (price) x 14% 
2. To calculate the Vat Inclusive price: (price) x 1.14 
3. To calculate the Vat in a Vat Inclusive price (for output Vat): 
  (Price) x 14      
                  114 
 
Activity 4 
Turn to your learner Work File. 
 
 

 

7. Registration with the South African Revenue Service (SARS) 
 
Purpose of Registration 
 
It is your fiduciary duty as the member or director of a company to ensure that the 
company is registered as a taxpayer with SARS. 
You will have to register for the following: 

 Provisional Tax  
 Employees Tax  
 Income tax 
 The purpose of the registration is to allocate a tax reference number to the 

company and once a year, when the Annual Financial Statements are 
calculated, the company must pay the Receiver his due. It is important to note 
that it is a criminal offence to attempt to get away with not registering. It is an 
offence to attempt to evade taxes too. Severe fines can be imposed by SARS 
on the directors or members, and it is possible that the Receiver can have 
defaulting directors even put in jail. 

 
Tax Evasion v Tax Avoidance 

At this point, it is pertinent to remember: tax evasion is a crime. Tax avoidance, 
however, is an art and it is a wise person who manages their company in the most 
tax-efficient manner. The distinction is this: Not declaring taxable income or 
overstating your expenses is illegal and is classified as tax evasion. Taking 
advantage of tax breaks and minimising the taxation due to the Receiver is not 
evasion, it is avoidance. It is beyond the scope of this module to go into some of the 
more complex avoidance techniques such as “deferring taxation”, but it is important 
for any businessperson to be aware that a good tax consultant can save you a lot of 
money in the long run, by managing the company’s taxes. Consult with an 
accountant to save money. 

 
A number of forms need to be completed for the Receiver’s purposes. The best thing 
to do when setting up the company is to consult with a registered accountant who 
should assist with the process and ensure that your company is properly registered. 
It is best to just do it upfront and not attempt to play games with the Receiver. There 
is no getting away from the inevitable. 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE
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Taxation Rates 
Attached are the current taxation rates for the 2012 -2013 budget year. These 
indicate how much taxation is payable by individuals based on their annual income. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
The current and latest tax tables are available from www.sars.gov.za 
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This is how it works. Our individual income tax tables are structured on a 
"progressive" basis, which means that the more you earn, the more you pay. As you 
move through the various tax bands, the amount of tax paid on each additional rand 
earned increases. The percentage applicable to each band is known as the 
"marginal rate". Although most people are paid monthly, and therefore have tax 
deducted monthly, tax is actually calculated on annual earnings. 
 
In our example of the salary-earner who earns R15 000 per month, the tax 
calculation assumes that you will earn R180 000 for the year (12 x R15 000). 
 
The tax is calculated by applying the tables to this amount. R180 000 falls within the 
25% band, which is applicable to taxable income of between R160 001 and R250 
000. In this band, you will pay R28 800 on the first R160 000, plus 25% of the 
remaining R20 000, giving you a total of R33 800. Subtract the primary rebate 
applicable to all taxpayers, amounting to R11 440, and your actual tax liability for the 
year is R22 360. 
 
 

Activity 5  
Turn to your Learner Work File.  

 
 

8. Skills Development Levy (SDL) 
 
The skills development levy was introduced by legislation in Skills Development Act, 
1998, and the Skills Development Levies Act, 1999.  
These questions and answers provide information about employers' obligations in 
terms of the Skills Development Act, 1998, and the Skills Development Levies Act, 
1999; and explain what the levy grant system is all about.  

 What is the purpose of this scheme? 
 

The short supply of skilled staff is a serious obstacle to the competitiveness of 
industry in South Africa. The levy grant scheme aims to expand the knowledge and 
competencies of the labour force resulting in improvements in employability and 
productivity. This will be achieved through new approaches to planning for training, 
learning programmes, incentives and an improved employment service. If you 
participate fully in the scheme as an employer, you will reap the benefits of a better 
skilled and more productive workforce.  

 Who must pay the levy? 
 

Every employer in South Africa who: 
Is registered with SARS (South African Revenue Services) for PAYE  
OR  
Has an annual payroll in excess of R250 000 
(R500 000 from 01 August 2005).  

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 
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Who must register? 
 
Every employer who is liable to pay the levy must register for the payment of the levy 
with SARS by completing a registration form (form SDL 101 available from all SARS 
offices). 
In order to register, you (the employer) must:  
 Obtain a registration form (SDL 101) from any SARS office, if not received by 

mail,  
 choose from a list of registered Sector Education and Training Authorities 

(SETAs) as indicated in the SETA classification guide provided with the 
registration form, of 1 (one) SETA most representative of your activities. 

 What is a SETA? 
 

SETA stands for Sector Education and Training Authority. 25 SETAs were 
established during March 2000 and cover all sectors in South Africa, including 
government. This number was reduced and some of the SETA’s changed in the 
recent 5 year governmental review. The members of a SETA include employers, 
trade unions, government departments and bargaining councils where relevant, from 
each industrial sector.  

 Is any employer exempt from the payment of the levy? 
 

Yes. The exemptions are applicable if certain provisions are met. Applications for 
such exemptions are contained in the SDL 101 form, issued by the Commissioner of 
SARS, who will ultimately adjudicate whether you qualify for exemption or not. 

 Where (to whom) are levies payable? 
 
Levies are payable to the South African Revenue Service, which acts as a collecting 
agency for the Department of Labour and SETAs. 

 How are levies payable? 
 

Each month SARS will provide all registered employers with a "Return for 
remittance" form (SDL 201), which enables you to calculate the amount payable and 
effect payment. 

 What amount is payable? 
 

The amount payable will be calculated as follows:  
1% (one percent) of the total amount of remuneration paid to employees. Any 
prescribed exclusions that are not leviable are subtracted from the total 
remuneration.  
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 By when is the levy payable? 
 

 
The levy must be paid over to SARS (after registration), not later than SEVEN days 
after the end of the month in respect of which the levy is payable, under cover of a 
SDL 201 return form.  

 Is there any interest and penalties leviable on late/ non-payment of the 
levy? 
 

Yes. Interest is payable at the PRESCRIBED RATE (Income Tax Purposes) on late 
payments. A penalty of 10 PERCENT will be levied on the unpaid amount. 

 What happens to the levies paid? 
 

The levies paid to SARS will be deposited into a special fund from where 80% of it 
will be distributed to the relevant SETA as indicated on the registration forms, and 
the balance (20%) will be paid into the National Skills Fund. SETAs will in turn pay 
levy-grants to qualifying employers, while the National Skills Fund will fund skills 
development projects not within the scope of SETAs. 

 What if I am training already? 
 

The levy still has to be paid but you may be eligible for a grant. 

 Can I recover any of this levy payment by means of grants? 
 

In the first year of the levy grant scheme you could recover in grants a minimum of 
50% of the levy you paid on condition that you meet all the requirements for the 
different grants. The details of these requirements were issued in April 2000 by your 
SETA. Contact your SETA for the current year's amounts, as these percentages vary 
from year to year. 

 Where can I obtain further information on my obligations as an 
employer?  

 
The Department of Labour and the SARS have drafted a SDL 10 guideline 
containing comprehensive details in this regard. This guide was forwarded to all 
registered employers and is still available from SARS offices. 

 Who do I contact if I have questions about the collection of the SDL? 
 
Any SARS office, Department of Labour Head Office and Provincial Offices. 
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Here is a list of the SETAs and their contact telephone numbers 

Financial and Accounting Services (FASSET) 086 101 0001 

Banking (BANKSETA) 011 805 9661 

Chemical Industries (CHIETA) 0860 244 382 

Clothing, Textiles, Footwear and Leather (CTFLSETA) 031 702 4482 

Construction (CETA) 011 315 1522 

Education, Training and Development Practices (ETDPSETA) 011 517 3600 

Energy (ESETA) 011 392 0040 

Food and Beverage Manufacturing (FOODBEV) 011 802 1211 

Forest Industries (FIETA) 011 339 1160 

Health and Welfare (HWSETA) 011 6076900 

Information Systems, Electronics and Telecommunication 
Technologies (ISETT) 

011 207 2615 

Insurance Sector (INSETA) 011 544 2000  

Local Government (LGSETA) 011 456 8579 

Media, Advertising, Publishing, Printing and Packaging (MAPPP) 021 949 1463 

Mining Qualifications Authority (MQA) 011 832 1022 

Manufacturing and Engineering (MERSETA) 011 484 9310 

Services (SERVICES) 011 726 8090 

Tourism and Hospitality (THETA) 011 803 6010 

Transport (TETA) 011 781 1280 

Wholesale and Retail (W&RSETA) 086 027 0027 

Diplomacy, Intelligence, Defence and Trade and Industry 
(DIDTETA) and Police, Private Security, Legal and Correctional 
Services (POSLEC) are in the process of amalgamating. 

 

Primary Agriculture (PAETA) and Secondary Agriculture 
(SETASA) are in the process of amalgamating. 

 

Public Service (PSETA) has a time period to sort out its 
administrative and legal issues 

 

 
(As there have been numerous changes to the above, some details may have 
changed since going to press) 
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9. Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) 
 
The Unemployment Insurance Act (No 63 of 2001) provides for the Unemployment 
Insurance Fund (UIF). The UIF works like an insurance against losing a job. If a 
worker becomes unemployed, the UIF will pay the worker for a period while the 
worker looks for another job. 
The owner of the business, the employer, must register for UIF with the SARS. Every 
month the employer must deduct UIF from the employee's wages and send the 
money to the Department of Labour. The employer must also pay something into the 
UIF Fund. 

 How to register for UIF 
 
The employer must register with the Unemployment Insurance Fund in Pretoria. Fill 
in a form called a UI-8e (EMP201) form and post it to Unemployment Insurance 
Fund, P O Box É. Pretoria, 0052 or fax it to 012 – 337 1912. This form is available 
from your local Department of Labour or SARS office or on the Internet at your local 
Department of Labour or SARS office or on the Internet at www.uif.gov.za. 

 What must the employer do every month? 
 
The employer must do five things every month: 

 deduct 1% of every employee's salary  
 add another 1% for every employee - this is paid by the employer  
 Fill in a form called a EMP 201 for employees who have to pay PAYE and fill 

in a form called a UF 3 for employees that do not have to pay PAYE  
 If employees pay PAYE, then write out a cheque for the total amount of 2 % 

and send it with the UF 3 forms to the local SARS office or pay SARS directly 
by putting money into SARS’s account at First National Bank. The account 
details are on the EMP 201 from.  

 If any employees do not qualify for PAYE, write out a cheque for the total 
amount of 2 % and send it with the UF 3 forms to the Department of Labour.  

 The UF 3 form and the cheque must reach the Department of Labour before 
the 7th day of every month or the last working day before.  

 So if the seventh day of the month is a Saturday, a Sunday, or a public 
holiday, then the form and cheque must reach the Department of Labour the 
day before.  

 Fill in a form called a UI 18 every month adding up all the amounts you have 
paid to SARS or the Department of Labour for that month. This form must 
reach the Unemployment Fund by the 7th day of each month.  

 The UF3 form and the cheque must reach the Department of Labour within 10 
days after the end of the month. For example, the UIF for January must reach 
the Department by 10 February. 
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 Which employees pay UIF? 
 
These people cannot claim from the Unemployment Insurance Fund. The employer 
must not deduct UIF from their salaries: 

 People who are not paid a salary, but are paid only for what they make or 
what they sell. The more they make or sell, the more they earn.  

 People working less that 24 hours per month  
 Sole traders who are employers  
 Someone who does piece work at different premises.  

 Example:  

Sakumsi cuts patterns for dresses. He pays Trevor to sew the pieces together. 
Trevor works from his house. Sakumsi does not employ Trevor and Sakumsi cannot 
deduct tax or UIF from the money he pays Trevor. 
 
A working member of a close corporation or working director of a company must now 
pay UIF. People who earn R97 188 per year (R8 099 per month) or more have to 
pay UIF, but only up to this ceiling amount. Anyone who earns more than this will 
only have R80.99 deducted for UIF per month. 
 
The employer cannot claim money from the UIF if the business fails and has to close 
down.  
 

Activity 6 
 
Turn to your learner Work File. 
 
 

 

10. Compensation for occupational injuries and diseases 

(COID) 
 
Workers who get hurt at work, or become sick from diseases caused by their work, 
can claim Compensation from the Compensation Fund.  
 
Employers pay into the Fund. 
 
The Fund does not pay the worker if the accident is the employer's fault. For 
example, if the employer, Bobby, knows that he is asking his employee do 
something dangerous and his employee gets hurt, it is Bobby's fault. The Fund will 
not pay the employee. The employee can take Bobby to court. 
 
If a worker gets hurt and can claim from the Fund, she or he can't take the employer 
to court. However, there is a legal duty on the part of employers to report any 
accident at work where a worker has been hurt or injured. 
 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 
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 Some Basic Concepts  

How is compensation governed?  
 
Compensation is regulated by the Compensation for Occupational Injuries and 
Diseases Act, No. 130 of 1993 (COIDA) as amended by Act 61 of 1997.  

 The Purpose of COIDA  
The purpose of COIDA is to provide compensation to employees who, in the course 
of their employment,  

 suffer disablement as a result of a work-related injury  
 suffer disablement as a result of contracting a work-related disease  
 suffer death as a result of a work-related injury or disease. 

 
What is meant by "compensation"? 
 
In this guide, as in COIDA, the terms compensation" and "benefits" are used 
synonymously.  
 
Simply put, compensation includes all the benefits set out in COIDA to which an 
employee/claimant may become entitled. The payment of compensation depends on 
the facts of each case. Examples of the types of compensation include, inter alia  

 Permanent disablement  
 Temporary total disablement  
 Temporary partial disablement  
 Medical treatment  
 A disability pension  
 A fatal pension or lump sum payment to dependents  

  
Compensation is always payable in monetary terms. It is aimed at restoring, as far 
as possible, the pecuniary loss the employee or his dependent/s have suffered 
following his injury, illness or death in a work-related accident. Compensation does 
not include a claim for other types of loss or damage, such as property loss or 
damage, loss of future earnings, loss of amenities of life etc.  
Compensation is only payable if the employee has met with an "accident".  
 

 What is meant by an "accident"?  
For the purposes of compensation an employee meets with an "accident" if such 
accident arises out of and in the course of his employment and results in his 
personal injury, illness or death.  
 
This concept has been much debated in our law courts for many years and the 
question of whether an employee has had an accident is still a question of fact. To 
postulate our court decisions is not within the confines of this guide but in brief the 
principles which have guided our courts are that an accident:  
 

 Is an unforeseen or unexpected mishap  
 Takes place when the employee, in relation to time, place and the control of 

his employer, is discharging the duties of his contract of employment or 
matters incidental thereto  
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 Is causally connected or linked to the employee's employment  
 Results in a personal injury, illness or death.  

 What is meant by "disablement"?  
 
The term "disablement" does not simply mean that an employee has been hurt or ill 
because of a work-related injury or disease. The employee must have been seriously 
disfigured or physically or mentally impaired in some way.  
Impairment can be in any form, depending on the nature and extent of the injury or 
disease. Some more common examples of impairment are:  

 The loss of a limb or organ  
 The loss of hearing (Noise Induced Hearing Loss)  
 Disfigurement by burns or chemicals  
 Post-traumatic stress  
 Tuberculosis, dermatitis, platinosis  
 Para-, tetra- and quadriplegia from spinal cord injuries  
 Loss of use of any limb or organ  
 

This list is far from exhaustive. The forms of impairment are in effect more numerous 
than the parts of the human body.  

 
An employee has also suffered disablement if, as a result of a work-related injury or 
disease, he is unable for a period of time either:  

 To perform ANY of the work he was doing before he was injured or contracted 
a disease  

 To perform ALL of the work he was doing before he was injured or contracted 
a disease or to resume work for less pay.  

 It is the effects of the injury or disease, which determine the extent of the two 
above types of disablement. In the former case the employee cannot work at 
all because he is, for example, undergoing medical treatment in hospital or 
otherwise, is convalescing, or the injury or disease is stabilising. In the latter 
case, the employee can work but can only perform "light duty" or perform 
another type of work, which carries less remuneration.  

 How to register for Compensation 
 
As soon as a business employs someone, the owner of the business must register 
with the Department of Labour to pay Compensation. 
 
The owner must get a registration form from the Department of Labour. (Look in the 
back of the telephone book under Government Departments for the nearest office.) 
The owner of the business must fill in the form and send it to the Compensation 
Commissioner in Pretoria. 
 
The Commissioner will send the owner a registration number in about 6 weeks. The 
Commissioner will also  
tell the owner of the business how much to pay to the Compensation Fund every 
year. The owner of the business only pays once a year. The amount depends on 
how dangerous the work is. 
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 Does the employer pay Compensation for all employees? 
 
Example: 
When the employer fills in the registration form, s/he must not write down the names 
and salaries of employees who cannot claim from the Fund. These employees are: 

 employees who earn more than R130 884 per year  
 domestic workers who work in private households  
 someone who does piecework from a different place is not employed by the 

business  
 

Sakumsi cuts patterns for dresses. He pays Trevor to sew the pieces together. 
Trevor works from his own house. Sakumsi does not employ Trevor and Sakumsi 
must not pay Compensation for him. 

Casual workers who do not work for longer than 3 days in any week for the employer 
are now protected by COIDA. In other words, their names must be included on the 
registration form and the employer must pay compensation for them. 

 What must the employer do when someone gets hurt at work? 
 
The employer must report the accident to the compensation office in Pretoria as 
soon as possible, but not later than 7 days after the accident. The employer reports 
the accident by filling in form W.CI.2 
 

11. Industry specific Registrations 
 
Certain Industries have specific registrations. If you are establishing a new business, 
you may want to check whether the following are appropriate. 

 Metro levies  

(JSB levies) 

Contact your local town or city council. These are compulsory levies payable on your 
sales, drawings, wages and salaries paid. They are payable either monthly or 
annually depending on the size of the business.  (From 30 June 2006, these will fall 
away.) 

 Bargaining council  

Some businesses fall under a council and need to abide by regulations set up by this 
council. To find out if your business falls under a bargaining council contact your 
local Department of Labour. There are 59 registered bargaining councils in South 
Africa.   
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 Health 

Consult the Health Department at your local town or city council. If you are going into 
the food business or you intend opening a nursery school, you need to get the health 
department to inspect your premises.   

 Signage  
 
You need to contact your Local Town or City Council about erecting signs and also 
about any regulations that apply specifically to your area. You are not allowed to 
erect signage without the approval of your local council.   

 Music 
Contact SAMRO - South African Music Rights Organisation (011) 489 5000. Every 
business that plays music for the enjoyment of their staff and customers needs to 
pay an annual levy to SAMRO.   

 Liquor License 
 
To obtain a liquor license, contact your provincial liquor board or phone Pretoria 
(012) 3109791. It is a good idea to use the services of a qualified attorney to do this.   

 Import and Export 
 
If you are going to import or export or require information on import and export you 
need to contact the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI).   

 Bar Coding 
 

Contact the SA Numbering Association (011) 787 4387 if you require barcodes for 
your products.   

 Patents and Trademarks 
 
To register a patent or trademark contact the Registrar of Patents, Designs, Trade 
Marks and Copyright (012) 310 9791.   

 Local council 
 
Speak to your local town or city council to see if you require special permission to 
operate your business in the area. If you are going to operate your business from 
home, you will need to obtain permission from your local city or town council as well 
as your neighbours. 

Activity 7  

Take a few minutes to think about the module you 
have just completed and then answer the 
questions in your Learner Work File. 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 
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Module 2 

Discuss the need for market research when starting a new 
business. 

 
Learning Outcomes 

 The importance of market research in planning a new business is discussed 
and an indication is given of the dangers of not doing a proper research 
viability study. 

 
 The typical target market and consumer profile is identified for five 

businesses. 
 

 The current competition for potential businesses in 3 locations is researched 
and recommendations made as to a potential location. 

 

12. Market Research – What Is It, What Can It Do? 

What is Market Research?  
 
Market research is a systematic, objective collection and analysis of data about your 
target market, competition, and/or environment with the goal being increased 
understanding. Through the market research process, you can take data– a variety 
of related or non-related facts – and create useful information to guide your business 
decisions. Market research is not an activity conducted only once; it is an ongoing 
study. 

Benefits of Market Research  

Information gained through marketing research isn't just "nice to know." It's solid 
information that can guide your most important strategic business decisions. Market 
research is effective when the findings or conclusions you reach have a value that 
exceeds the cost of the research itself. For example, if you spend R1500 on market 
research activities that yield information leading to a revenue increase of R15,000, 
the research was well worth it! Suppose you spend R1500 on a customer survey that 
uncovers an unmet customer need. You'll have the opportunity to offer a new 
product or service (or alter your existing product or service) to meet the need and 
gain new revenues. 

 Market research guides your communication with current and potential 
customers.  

Once you have good research, you should be able to formulate more effective and 
targeted marketing campaigns that speak directly to the people you are trying to 
reach in a way that interests them. For example, some retail stores ask customers 
for their postal codes at the point of purchase. This information, which pinpoints 
where their customers live, will help the store's managers plan suitable direct mail 
campaigns. 

 Market research helps you identify opportunities in the marketplace.  
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For example, if you are planning to open a retail outlet in a particular geographic 
location and have discovered that no such retail outlet currently exists, you have 
identified an opportunity. The opportunity for success increases if the location is in a 
highly populated area with residents who match your target market characteristics. 
The same might be true of a service you plan to offer in a specific geographic area or 
even globally, via the Internet. 

 Market research minimizes the risk of doing business. 
 
Instead of identifying opportunities, the results of some market research may indicate 
that you should not pursue a planned course of action. For example, marketing 
information may indicate that a marketplace is saturated with the type of service you 
plan to offer. This may cause you to alter your product offering or choose another 
location. 

 Market research uncovers and identifies potential problems.  

 
Suppose your new retail outlet is thriving at its location on the main road through 
town. Through research you learn that in two years, the city is planning a by-pass, or 
alternate route, to ease traffic congestion through town. You've identified a potential 
problem! 

 Market research creates benchmarks and helps you track your progress.  
It's important to know, for later comparisons, the position of your business at 
particular moments in time. Ongoing market research allows you to make 
comparisons against your benchmark measurements as well as chart your progress 
between research intervals (such as successive annual surveys). 
For example, you might establish a benchmark  
measurement of your target market demographics and learn that 65 percent of your 
customers are women between the ages of 35 and 50. One year later you again 
survey your customers and learn that this age group now represents 75 percent of 
your customer base. You're tracking a trend in your customer demographics. 

 Market research helps you evaluate your success.  
 
Information gathered through market research helps you to determine if you're 
reaching your goals. In the above example, if your product's target market is a 
woman between the ages of 35 and 50, then you're making progress toward your 
goal. (If not, this information can indicate a needed change in marketing strategy!)  
 
What Market Research Can Tell You 
 
 Market segmentation  
 
Studies provide information about the characteristics shared by your customers. This 
data provides answers to questions such as:  
 Who are my customers?  
 What is the size of their population?  
 What percentage is female?   
 What are their ages, races, and income and education levels?  
 What are their occupations, skills, interests and hobbies?  
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 How many children do they have?  
 Do they have pets?  
 Where do they live and work?  
 
 Purchasing power and buying habits information 
 
Uncovers the financial strength and economic attributes shared by your target 
market. Some questions to be answered include:  
 What is the average Rand amount spent on purchases or products or services 

similar to mine?  
 What are the financing needs of my target market?  
 What is their current usage of my services?  
 When do they purchase?  
 Where do they shop?  
 Why do they decide to buy?  
 How often do they buy?  
 How much do they buy at a time?  
 Do they own or rent their homes?  
 What types of cars do they drive?  
 How often do they eat out?  
 How do they typically spend their disposable income?  
 What methods of payment do they use?  
 How strong is their credit?  

 
 Psychological aspects of the market 
 
Is information regarding the perceived opinions and values held and shared by 
consumers in your market. Questions to be answered:  

o What is the reaction of the market to my programs or services?  
o How does the market compare my company to other businesses?  
o What qualities and characteristics do my customers deem important?  
o Who makes the decisions to buy in the family or company?  
o What are the deciding factors in making a purchase?  
o Do they only want the best for their family?  
o Are they looking for convenience and timesaving devices?  
o Are they concerned with how they're perceived by others?  
o What are their unmet needs?  
o Do they demand intensive customer service?  
o Are they only concerned with the lowest price?  
o What media (magazines, radio, TV, newspapers, Internet providers, etc.) 

are they exposed to?   
o What confuses my customers and prospects?  

 
 Marketplace competition 
 
Is information about the other companies within your area of business. Research 
answers these questions:  

o Who are my primary competitors in the market?  
o How do they compete with me?  
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o In what ways do they not compete with me?  
o What are their strengths and weaknesses?  
o Are there profitable opportunities based upon their weaknesses? 
o What is their market niche?  
o What makes my business unique from the others?  
o How do my competitors position themselves?  
o How do they communicate their services to the market?  
o Who are their customers?  
o How does the market perceive them?  
o Who are the industry leaders?  
o What is their sales volume?  
o Where are they located?  
o Are they profitable?  

 
 Environmental factors information  
 
Information about environmental factors uncovers economical and political 
circumstances that can influence your productivity and operations. Questions to be 
answered include:  

o What are the current and future population trends?  
o What are the current and future socio-economic trends?  
o What effects do economic and political policies have on the target market 

or my industry?  
o What are the growth expectations for my market?    
o What outside factors influence the industry's performance?  
o What are the trends for this market and for the economy?  
o Is the industry growing, at a plateau, or declining? 

The dangers of not doing a proper research viability study 
 
There are a lot of risks that an entrepreneur takes when starting a new business. 
Three in five new businesses started are going to fail. That’s a tough statistic. An 
astute businessperson must examine every risk through feasibility studies in order to 
establish whether or not taking the risk in order to make a profit is viable. Sometimes 
it is the subtlest aspects of the business, which can cause business failure. Aspects 
such as location, target markets, suitability and suchlike must be assessed and 
examined before any money is spent trying to establish the business. Often 
feasibility studies are expensive: but they can save a lot of money that might be lost 
if the venture fails. The cost of doing an expensive feasibility study and finding a 
negative result is ultimately far less than the cost of establishing a business doomed 
to failure. 

Target Markets and consumer profiles 

One of the techniques applied in Market Research is target marketing and consumer 
profiling. The technique is one of segmentation and focus: first, markets are 
segmented into the parts you would wish to deal with, and those you might not wish 
to deal with. Consumer profiling is the art of understanding the people who may buy 
your product, and focusing your efforts on attracting and retaining those who offer 
you the most value.  
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Activity 8  
 

Take a few minutes to think about the module you have 
just completed and then answer the questions in your 
Learner Work File  

 
 
 

Module 3 

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the financial aspects 
of starting a small business market research when starting a new 

business. 
Learning Outcomes 
 

o Possible sources of finance for a small business are researched and 
presented and a decision is made on the advantages and disadvantages 
of each. 

 
o Possibilities for small business support are investigated in terms of 

financial, strategy and training needs. 
 

o The issue of providing surety ship for a business loan is discussed and a 
substantiated opinion is expressed as to the risk. 

 
o Financial implications and alternatives for capital asset requirements are 

discussed in relation to purchasing or leasing premises and vehicles, IT 
requirements and other business expenses. 

 

13. Small business support 
 
One of the primary needs of the small business is for support. The small 
businessperson typically has limited resources upon which to draw. Of the limited 
resources available, perhaps the most limited is time.  
 
Usually, a small businessperson is intent on focusing on doing the thing their 
business does best, in order to earn income. This means that often, peripheral tasks 
are put to the side. This affords other businesspeople to offer the businessperson 
support services.  
 
A café owner, for example, may not have the time or expertise to do his own books, 
or fight lawsuits or even have a truck, which delivers his goods from the wholesaler. 
In each case, opportunities for other support providers are created.  
 
 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 
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14. The provision of suretyship for a business loan 

 What is suretyship? 
 
Suretyship is a form of guarantee. It is often demanded by banks to ensure that 
money the bank lends to its clients is repaid. In fact, apart from small overdrafts or 
perhaps a credit card, almost all loans from a bank will be required to be covered by 
some sort of guarantee of suretyship. 
 
One of the features of suretyship is that the beneficiary of the loan need not be the 
person or entity providing suretyship. An example would be the father who provides 
suretyship for his child’s student loan. If the student defaults on the payments of the 
loan in terms of the loan conditions, the bank has the right to claim the surety the 
father offered as a guarantee. 

 The risk of providing suretyship 
 
As mentioned above, the risk of providing surety is a defaulting risk. If the loan that 
has been guaranteed is not repaid, the bank will claim the surety. This means that if, 
for example, you have offered your home as surety, and the bank will repossess it if 
the loan is not repaid. 
 

15. The financial implications and alternatives for capital asset 
requirements 

 
Often, in order to produce income, a business needs to spend money on either 
acquiring or hiring or leasing capital goods. Capital goods are of a different nature to 
consumable goods. The difference is in the nature of the goods: normally, capital 
goods have a reasonably long life span. They can also be depreciated over a period 
of years. As stated above, they are acquired by a business to be used in the 
production of income. There are a variety of alternatives for acquiring such assets.  
Should the enterprise not have the funds to acquire the asset outright, leasing or hire 
purchase arrangements can be made. Rental is also an option. 

 Outright Acquisition 
 
This is the simplest form of ownership. The enterprise simply buys the asset from 
available funds. There are no liens or loans on the ownership of the asset, and 
obviously there is no interest cost. 

While there is a benefit to acquiring assets outright, this does have the downside of 
tying up capital in assets which could be put to better use elsewhere. There are also 
the issues of diminishing value and tax claims. Sometimes it is better to consider 
other options, especially if cash flow is an issue. 

 Leasing 
 
Leasing is a contractual arrangement whereby the owner of the asset leases it to the 
lessor, who enjoys the use of the asset. There are many issues, which can be 
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agreed on when making a leasing contract. We will discuss a few types of leasing 
contract and the particular issues at stake. 

o Leasing of premises 
The typical issues with regard to the leasing of premises are the cost per 
square metre, the length of the lease, the deposit required when starting 
the lease, extra charges involved such as those for security and parking, 
when and if payments in advance must be made and the interest charges 
on late payments. All of these issues will be agreed contractually and the 
businessperson must assess these costs on order to optimise his benefit. 

o Leasing of motor vehicles 
The typical issues involved in vehicle leasing include the type of contract, the 
deposit required, the impact on cash flow, interest rates, the cost of settling early, 
insurance costs, running costs, security and the control of the vehicle. 

o The leasing of IT equipment 
Typical issues include the tax implications of leasing equipment, how often 
upgrades are needed, software piracy issues, security both physical and network, 
maintenance and the training of staff. 

Activity 9, 10 and 11  
 
Take a few minutes to think about the module you have 
just completed and then answer the questions in your 
Learner Wok File. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 
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Module 4 

Compile a business plan based on a budget for an SMME. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
 

o The typical income and expense items are described for a range of 
SMMEs. 

 
o The purpose of a business plan is explained in relation to evidence of 

viability of the budget.  
 

o The basic elements of a business plan for a loan application are 
explained with examples. 

 
o A basic business plan is compiled and presented for a SMME of 

choice. 
 

16. The income and expense items of SMME’s 
 
We will discuss the typical income and expense items of SMME’s. This discussion is 
not exhaustive. Each business has its own peculiarities and it takes managerial skills 
to cope with each. 

 Typical income items of SMME’s 
 
The majority of income for almost any business comes in the form of Sales. This is 
the money received from selling the enterprise’s goods or services to the customers 
of the business. 
 
Other forms of income may be derived from: 

  
o Interest income, which is paid by banks or financial institutions for positive cash 

balances.  
o Businesses, which are exposed to currency rate variances, such as those, which 

import or export goods, may benefit from currency fluctuations and show profits 
on exchange.  

o There may be rental income from premises owned which are let to tenants. 
o There may also be dividend income from shares that (usually a Pty (Ltd) 

company) the company owns.  
o Profits from the sale of fixed assets also need to be declared in the income 

statements. 
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 Typical expense items 
 
Usually, there are a lot more expense items on a business’s income statement than 
there are income items. Hopefully, though, the sum of the expense items is less than 
the amount of income, or else the business will show losses. 
 
Here is a list of common expense items for an SMME 

o Cost of sales: this is the cost of goods acquired for resale. The items could 
be of any nature, but are distinguished by the criterion that they are bought 
for the express purpose of selling to the business’s customers. 

o Interest paid: the bank will charge interest for money on loans the 
company has taken, for example in the form of an overdraft. Other interest 
items may be incurred from leasing agreements or late payment interest. 

o Accounting fees are normally incurred as the cost of the accounts 
preparing annual financial statements. Often, firms are required to have an 
annual audit which is also included as auditors remuneration 

o Salaries and wages and related statutory payments (PAYE, UIF, COID, 
SDL and RSC). 

o Staff development costs: the SDL could be seen as being included here, 
but there is also the cost of training staff, for example, to operate a 
computer package. 

o Rent, electricity and water: if the company leases premises, it will pay rent. 
The cost of water and electricity is also included. 

o Bank charges: there are transactional costs involved in doing business. 
There are fees on the issue of cheques, cash deposit fees, service fees 
and so on. 

o Vehicle maintenance and travel expenses. Costs relating to travel incurred 
in the production of income are claimable as tax-deductible expenses. For 
example, if a salesman is on the road, visiting clients, the cost of his petrol 
can be included as a business expense. 

o Office refreshments: tea, coffee and so on. 
o Repairs and maintenance. The cost of maintaining company premises 

must be considered. 
o Printing and stationary and other office expenses. Included are paper 

costs, stamps, printing of sales brochures and so on. 
o Telephone and internet charges 
o If the business requires tools, these can be regarded as consumables. 
o Depreciation. This is the cost of writing down assets over a period of 

years. 
o IT costs. This might be software development costs, say, for creating a 

website, or the cost of maintaining computers. 
 

17. The Purpose of a Business Plan 
Every small business has risks. Your challenge in writing a business plan is to 
communicate those risks with the right perspective. They should thus be described 
accurately, but not in such a way so as to potentially scare prospective investors.  
The accurate business plan tries to point out key potential business risks faced in 
opening or operating a small business.  
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Here are some questions to consider:  
o If your business is a new concept, will your target market be willing to try 

something new?  
o How will you convince them to change their current way of thinking?  
o What do you plan to do if you do not meet your projections for sales or 

profits?  
o What if your competition tries to undermine your entry into the field?  
o What operating problems might occur?  
o How will you deal with them?  

Budgeting 
 
An important aspect of business planning is budgeting. Budgeting is an art as well as 
a science. Often, one does not have enough money to do everything one wants. 
Therefore one has to prioritise those activities and expenses in order of importance. 
The art of budgeting is in squeezing the most out of available funds, so that as many 
objectives are attended to as possible.  
 
One of the main criteria of a budget is that it must be viable. It is pointless 
constructing a budget that has not much income but lots of expenses, ‘especially lots 
of staff parties!!’ The business would go bust in a couple of weeks. 
 
A good budget realistically assesses expected incomes and expenses, and is a tool 
the business managers can use to maintain financial targets. The best businesses 
budget carefully, and then stick to the budgets. When other people are involved in 
incurring costs for the company, variance analysis will reveal differences between 
planned and actual expenditures. Abnormal variances should then be investigated 
and explained. 

A business plan for a loan application 
 
Chicken Ferries wish to apply for a loan to purchase a new boat, which will be used 
to ferry tourists to Robben Island.  The two partners, Cleo and Ruby, have decided 
that they should firstly incorporate as a close corporation and then approach Big 
Sharks Bank with their business plan in order to secure the loan. 
 
The elements of their business plan are: 

1. A market analysis. 
2. Incorporation of the business as Chicken Ferries, including the registration of 

the name and a decision regarding the location of the offices. 
3. A statement of assets and liabilities. 
4. A budget. 
5. Signature of a surety agreement secured by Cleo’s house in Rondebosch. 

 The market analysis 
 
Since 1993, Robben Island has been of major interest to tourists who have been 
coming to South Africa in ever-increasing numbers. The story of Madiba interests 
overseas visitors, and while there are other operators running tours to the island, 
Cleo and Ruby believe they have identified an opportunity in running a ferry from the 
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V&A waterfront, providing a gourmet lunch to customers and showing them the 
famous Robben Island. Unfortunately, it is difficult to secure landing rights at Robben 
Island, so Cleo and Ruby do not plan to land at the jetty on Robben Island for the 
moment. They believe that customers would like to experience a comfortable journey 
and a good lunch. The ferry will run during the summer season, as Table Bay can be 
rough during the winter and usually there are not enough tourists. Cleo and Ruby 
believe that they can run at least two tours a day, and with the new ferry, will be able 
to take at least 35 people per trip. They have costed the food items and plan to 
spend an average of R25 per person’s lunch. 

 
They will have to hire a boat captain, as well as two ship’s crew. Cleo will be doing 
the cooking, while Ruby will handle bookings, administration and other duties. 

 Incorporation of the company 
 
Cleo and Ruby are of the considered opinion that the establishment of a close 
corporation would be adequate for their purposes. There are specific marine 
insurance requirements that mean they need some official form of company. They 
have sent a CK1 to the Registrar along with the requisite revenue stamp. Cleo and 
Ruby decided that Chicken Ferries was a suitably easy name for customers to 
remember and may be reminiscent of the fine luncheon served on the trip. 

Cleo and Ruby have approached the V&A Waterfront management regarding office 
space near the ferry jetty. The V&A is able to provide a small shop front, which would 
be adequate for the purposes of booking tickets.  

 The statement of Assets and Liabilities 
 
Cleo and Ruby have both provided Big Sharks Bank with a statement of their 
personal assets and liabilities. As mentioned above, Cleo has a house in 
Rondebosch, which will provide suretyship for the loan. 

 The Budget 
 
Cleo and Ruby have prepared the following budget: 
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Chicken Ferries cc 

Budget for the year ended 28 February 2012 

Income 

Estimated at 2 trips per day for the season October to 
February 

R1, 064, 000 

  

Accounting Fees R1, 500 
Boat Lease R60, 000 
Food Costs R266, 000 
Fuel Costs R60, 000 
Insurance R10, 000 
Rental of Ticket Booth R50, 000 
Salaries & Wages R200, 000 
Stationery & Printing R20, 000 
Net Income before Taxation R396, 500 

  

 
Suretyship: 
 
As stated above, Cleo’s home in Rondebosch is to be used to provide surety on the 
ferry. 
 

Activity 12   
 
Complete the business plan in your Learner Work File. 

 
 

LEARNER  
WORK FILE 


